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a b s t r a c t

Stereotypic behaviours are common in animals in impoverished housing, arising from two comple-
mentary processes: (1) thwarted attempts to perform motivated behaviours; (2) forebrain dysfunction
impeding normal behavioural inhibition. When enriched animals are moved to impoverished housing,
they are sometimes protected against developing stereotypic behaviour, but in other cases become even
more stereotypic than animals housed lifelong without enrichment. Negative contrast-induced frustra-
tion must occur in both scenarios. We hypothesise that sustained behavioural responses to this frustration
are prevented in the former by normalised forebrain function, but exacerbated in the latter by forebrain
dysfunction. ICRCD-1 mice reared in enriched or standard cages were re-caged at 3 months to standard
conditions. Here, previously-enriched mice became far more stereotypic than mice reared from birth
in such conditions. To investigate the role of frustration, we assessed both corticosterone output and
motivation (break-point) to regain enrichments. We also assessed perseveration via extinction learning.
As predicted, previously-enriched mice were as perseverative as standard-raised mice, and frustration
seemed to play a causal role in their exacerbated stereotypic behaviour. Previously-enriched mice showed

higher motivations to access enrichments, and only in this group did these correlate with corticosterone
levels after re-caging; furthermore only in previously-enriched mice did corticosterone responses to
re-caging predict stereotypic behaviour 30 days later (males only). All results need replicating and fur-
ther investigation. However, they suggest for the first time that individual risk factors related to the
HPA axis predict stereotypic behaviour following enrichment-removal, and that previously-enriched

tiona
tratio
mice have lasting motiva
effects related to the frus

. Introduction

Highly repetitive ‘stereotypic behaviours’ are prevalent in lab-
ratory, farm and zoo animals: over 85 million individuals world-
ide perform activities like pacing and body-rocking, and in some

aptive populations (e.g. zoo-housed giraffes, stall-housed preg-
ant sows, and single-housed laboratory primates [25]) they are
early ubiquitous. Ethologists and neuroscientists have proposed
wo complementary explanations for stereotypic behaviours.
thologists, who focus on the evolution and proximate causation
f normal species-typical behaviour, explain them in terms of sus-
ained attempts to perform highly-motivated normal behaviour

atterns that are frustrated by captivity (e.g. [44]). Empirical sup-
ort for this view includes the following: stereotypic digging in
aged gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) is triggered specifically by the
ack of naturalistic burrow-like structures [64]; the motor patterns

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 01865 271234; fax: +44 01865 310447.
E-mail address: naomi.latham@zoo.ox.ac.uk (N. Latham).
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l differences from standard-raised mice, suggesting sustained behavioural
n of enrichment-loss.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

involved in feather-plucking by hens (Gallus gallus) are morpholog-
ically identical to foraging pecks [9], and bar-chewing by laboratory
mice (Mus musculus) develops from repeated escape-attempts
[31]. Researchers from neuroscience and related disciplines [58,62]
instead explain stereotypic behaviours in terms of Central Nervous
System (CNS) pathologies similar to those underlying stereo-
typic behaviour in humans with schizophrenia or autism (e.g.
[10,59]), subjects dosed with psychostimulants (see [42]), and
severely maternally-deprived primates (reviewed [21]). Here, fore-
brain changes that compromise abilities to inhibit inappropriate
responses induce stereotypic behaviour, along with perseveration –
‘the continuation or recurrence of an. . . activity without the appro-
priate stimulus’ [45] – and reduced behavioural flexibility. Evidence
for similar CNS impairments in caged animals includes correlations
between individual levels of stereotypic behaviour and: perse-

veration/reduced behavioural flexibility under test (e.g. [11,61]);
altered dopaminergic receptor density/binding affinities in ventral
and dorsal striatum (e.g. [29,53]); reduced striatal enkephalin, a
marker for indirect pathway activity [39], and reduced cytochrome
oxidase activity in the substantia nigra [51].

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01664328
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/bbr
mailto:naomi.latham@zoo.ox.ac.uk
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2010.03.018
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Consistent with both ethological and neuroscientific accounts,
aptive animals’ stereotypic behaviours are less prevalent and
evere if individuals are raised and housed with ‘enrichments’,
.e. structures and stimuli that promote natural behaviour
22,27,56,57], and that are now well-documented with regard
o enhancing CNS functioning/delaying the onset of neurological
isorders [33]. Enriched individuals may also have reduced cor-
icosteroid output, suggesting less stress and frustration [15], and
natomical and physiological changes in cortico-basal ganglia path-
ays that suggest more normal CNS functioning, e.g. increased
endritic spine densities (reviewed [22]). As one would expect,
nimals raised in unenriched conditions but then provided with
nrichment tend to show reductions in stereotypic behaviour—as
emonstrated experimentally, for instance in research rodents
4,51], as well as via meta-analyses of environmental enrichments’
ffects on zoo animals [47,49,50]. The beneficial effects of added
nrichments vary in magnitude: different enrichments vary in effi-
acy [47,49,50] and individuals vary in their responses, e.g. elderly
nimals’ stereotypic behaviours are often resistant to enrichment
4,14,54]. However, the direction of effects is largely consistent:
tereotypic behaviours are almost always attenuated by the addi-
ion of enrichments, and sometimes even abolished altogether.

The converse treatment – removing enrichments from animals
aised with them – has, however, far more unpredictable effects.
s might be expected from the accounts above, providing enrich-
ents but then removing them often exacerbates or even induces

tereotypic behaviour; for instance removing the mother often trig-
ers stereotypic attempts to escape or suckle in young mammals
reviewed [21]), while removing or delaying expected food rewards
xacerbates pacing, weaving and sham-chewing in captive pigs and
arnivores [16,23]. Less expected is that in some of these cases,
he stereotypic behaviours of animals from whom complex natural
timuli are removed become even more prevalent and severe than
hose of subjects that have lived without enrichment all their lives.
hus, caged birds brought in from the wild typically show more
oute-tracing than captive-bred conspecifics [19]; removing tem-
orary enrichments from laboratory primates elevates stereotypic
ehaviours over the levels performed before they were provided
e.g. [2]), and removing straw from pigs used to interacting with it
ncreases abnormal tail-biting above levels in pigs never provided

ith this enrichment [8]. Furthermore, to complicate the picture
urther, in yet other cases environmental enrichment can appear
o protect animals against later developing stereotypic behaviour,
ven after its removal. Thus in many mammalian species, individ-
als caught from the wild and caged as adults are less stereotypic
han captive-born conspecifics (reviewed [24]); while bank voles
Clethrionomys glareolus) and deer mice (Peromyscus manicula-
us) reared in large, enriched cages remain less stereotypic when
ransferred to standard cages than conspecifics housed in such con-
itions all their lives [14,34,38]. Thus removing enrichments has

nconsistent effects, variously increasing or decreasing stereotypic
ehaviour relative to animals exposed to life-long barren hous-

ng.
This paradox likely reflects the relative contributions of frus-

rated motivation and of abnormal behavioural control caused
y forebrain dysfunction. Enrichment-removal is particularly frus-
rating: animals with experience of valuable resources are less

otivationally satisfied by poor resources than are animals with-
ut such high expectations: so-called ‘negative contrast’ effects or

Crespi’ effects (e.g. [6,37,65]). In negative contrast paradigms frus-
rative non-reward (e.g. [23,36]) typically elevates corticosteroid

utput and induces behavioural activation, particularly attempts to
scape and/or to perform the thwarted highly-motivated behaviour
19]. However, such effects are typically transient, these behaviours
xtinguishing [18,36], sometimes being replaced with inactivity
3].
in Research 211 (2010) 96–104 97

We therefore hypothesise that when enriched rearing protects
animals against stereotypic behaviour, enrichment-removal does
not lead to sustained behavioural responses indicative of frustra-
tion, despite the downshift in environmental conditions, because
enriched rearing has normalised forebrain function, thereby
enhancing behavioural flexibility and normalizing behavioural
inhibition (see e.g. [20,30,41]). We term this the ‘Protection
Hypothesis’. Conversely, we hypothesise that when enrichment-
removal increases stereotypic behaviour (over that of subjects
raised without enrichment) the enhanced frustration induced
by the downshift in environmental conditions has sustained
behavioural effects due to underlying deficits in forebrain func-
tion: deficits that render abnormally perseverative the resultant
attempts to escape and/or perform thwarted activities. We term
this the ‘Frustration Hypothesis’, to highlight the role frustration
now plays in the exacerbation of stereotypic behaviour. Here, our
aim was to test these ideas, by assessing both perseveration and
frustration in mice raised with enrichments but then moved to
non-enriched cages.

2. Methods

2.1. Overall aims and rationale

If the hypotheses above are correct we would expect one of the two follow-
ing outcomes. Firstly, if early enrichment decreases the stereotypic behaviour our
enriched-reared subjects display after transfer to non-enriched conditions com-
pared to mice raised in such conditions then we should find that (a) frustration
measured post-transfer, as inferred from corticosteroid responses [26,68] and moti-
vations to re-acquire the enrichments (cf. e.g. [5,23,48]), does not predict their
performance of stereotypic behaviour, and (b) our enriched-reared subjects display
more normal behavioural inhibition, as inferred from perseveration under test (e.g.
[52]) – a proxy measure of basal ganglia dysfunction [11,61] – than non-enriched-
raised mice (‘Protection Hypothesis’). In contrast, if early enrichment increases the
stereotypic behaviour our subjects display after transfer to non-enriched conditions
compared to mice raised in such conditions, we should find that (a) frustration
post-transfer does predict their performance of stereotypic behaviour, while (b)
behavioural inhibition should be no more normal in our enriched-reared subjects
than in non-enriched-raised mice (‘Frustration Hypothesis’). As the first assessment
of perseveration, frustration and stereotypic behaviour concomitantly in the same
subjects, in addition to testing these hypotheses, our experiment also allowed us
opportunistically to investigate whether frustration helps cause perseveration, and
whether frustration and perseveration combine or summate to determine overall
levels of stereotypic behaviour (see ‘statistical analyses’).

2.2. Differential rearing and behavioural/physiological data collection during this
time

12 pregnant ICR CD-1 females at 14–16 days gestation were housed in opaque
MB1 cages (45 cm × 28 cm × 13 cm, North Kent Plastics). This strain was chosen
because used in previous studies of stereotypic behaviour [31,66,67], and one of the
highest selling outbred mouse strains (source: Harlan UK Ltd.). All cages contained ad
lib. food (RM3 pelleted food, Lillico, UK), a water bottle, wood-shaving bedding (Pet-
satHome) and nesting material (rough teabag nesting material, Lillico, UK). Cages
with no further additions comprised the standard (STA) conditions. Half the cages
additionally contained nest boxes (PetsatHome), plastic tunnels (B&Q) and a ‘novel’
object chosen from a variety of commercial rodent enrichments (PetsatHome) and
changed weekly’: cage furnishings chosen based on the proven preference of mice
for, and welfare benefits associated with, nesting material and increased environ-
mental complexity [35]. These comprised the enriched (ENR) cages, in which six
dams and their litters were housed—see Fig. 1. Lights on/off occurred at 1 am/1 pm.
Room lights were shaded so that light levels were ∼10 Lux at floor level during light
hours. An automated dimmer provided a 1 h dusk period prior to lights-off, and at
night the room was lit by a 25 W red bulb. Temperature and humidity were main-
tained at 20 ◦C (±2 ◦C) and 50–70%, respectively, and animals were checked daily.
Cages were not cleaned until 2 weeks after the birth of litters to minimise distur-
bance. After this, bedding and nesting materials were changed weekly, and cages
cleaned out and washed every 4 weeks.

Weaned pups (male N = 24; female N = 24) were then individually-housed in
cages matching their natal conditions, and kept there into young adulthood (89

days). Individual housing was opted for here to (a) try and minimise ‘litter effects’
while also using all pups produced (to avoid wasting surplus animals), (b) elimi-
nate social hierarchy effects [31] that may have adversely influenced our ability (to
detect each individual’s underlying predisposition to frustration and perseverative
tendencies), and (c) allow the in-cage assessment of motivation and perseveration
(see below).
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died) were ‘retired’ to the stock colony for use in other research projects. They
continued to be housed individually, but were all given two large cardboard ‘Fun
tubes’ (Lillico, UK). During this period, when they were 19 months of age, we oppor-
tunistically re-recorded their stereotypic behaviour (following the same methods
as previously).
Fig. 1. Standard

We recorded body weight at weaning and at 3 months. We assessed stereotypic
ehaviour at Day 88, from videos of the home cage during the first 4 h of the dark
eriod (when mice were most active). We used one-zero sampling (sample inter-
als of 1 min) to score activity and stereotypic behaviour [11]. Consistent with other
uthors (e.g. [31,67]), behaviours (other than normal maintenance behaviours, e.g.
ocomotion, eating, grooming) were defined as stereotypic if they repeated contin-
ously for longer than 10 s, or if an action was repeated three times in succession
e.g. somersaulting).

To assess baseline corticosteroid output, we collected single micturations to
ssay corticosterone:creatinine (cf. [60]), allowing the assessment of and correction
or urinary concentration. At the beginning of the active period (dusk) on Day 89
e placed each mouse into a clean cage and collected urine as it was eliminated.
ollection stopped when the mice had produced 0.25 ml or after 50 min (whichever
ccurred sooner): a time limit imposed to avoid contaminating the sample with
he stress of the collection procedure itself (see e.g. [55]). Samples were stored at
20 ◦C, and sent for analysis of corticosterone and creatinine by SCL Laboratories

Stockton-on-Tees).

.3. Transfer to non-enriched, standard conditions and subsequent
ehavioural/physiological data collection

At 3 months (Day 90), we cleaned out all of the cages and re-housed all mice
n STA conditions. We collected urine samples the day after all of the animals were
oused in STA conditions (Day 91), and re-assessed stereotypic behaviour 1 month

ater (Day 120).
At 12 months – much later than originally planned because of problems devel-

ping apparatuses – we assessed perseverative tendencies using an extinction task
cf. [11,61]). We food-deprived the mice for 3 h from dusk, and then initially trained

ice in a spatial discrimination task (shown schematically in Fig. 2a). They were
andomly assigned to ‘left correct’ or ‘right correct’ and received a food reward for
orrect responses (1/6th Kellogg’s Honey Nut Loop or 1/8th yoghurt sweet: this var-
ed due to individual differences in treat preference). The daily test sessions lasted
0 trials or 20 min—whichever occurred sooner. The mice reached the ‘learning cri-
erion’ once they performed 80% correct trials for two consecutive sessions; a 70%
orrect response rate was necessary for significantly above chance responding. Per-
everation in extinction tasks is manifest as continuing to make previously rewarded
esponses long after these have stopped being rewarded. During the extinction
hase mice were therefore rewarded for the first five correct responses but then
ot rewarded for any further correct responses in any subsequent daily sessions (cf.
11]). Mice reached the ‘extinction criterion’ when they chose the previously correct
rm on ≤65% of visits on 2 consecutive days (NSD from chance). We recorded num-
er of trials to reach learning and extinction criteria. We also noted the length of
ach session, and calculated mean inter-trial interval to help us interpret some puz-
ling motivational results (see below) retrospectively used these data to calculate
ean inter-trial interval, since speed of response is affected by perceived reward
agnitude (e.g. [63]).

Following the extinction task we assessed the motivation of each mouse to
ccess an enriched cage. We used a ‘closed economy’ [28] rather than a trial-based
et-up, with mice able to access enrichments whenever they chose over the full
4 h as long as they paid the imposed cost; this design minimised the chances of
ccidentally missing a period of peak motivation. To do this, a STA and ENR cage
ere connected by two horizontal white plastic tunnels, each with a clear plastic

ne-way trapdoor (Fig. 2b). Food and water were provided in the STA cage only.
he mice had free access to the ENR cage for 2 days (i.e. the access trapdoor was
nweighted). To make ENR-access costly (cf. e.g. [40,43]), we then increased the
eight of the trapdoor into the ENR cage every 48 h, by adding two metal washers
total 8.5 g) to a bolt attached to it. Exit to the STA cage containing the food and
ater was always free (i.e. the return door was always unweighted). The daily num-

er of visits to the ENR cage daily was recorded via a counter (Quasar Electronics)
onnected to the exit trapdoor. The weight at which each mouse failed to enter the
NR cage for 48 h was deemed its ‘maximum price paid’. This maximum price was
sed to infer each mouse’s level of motivation for enrichment [7,28,46]: essentially
nriched cages.

a ‘break-point’ measure, but assessed over a longer time period than as typically
utilized in conventional operant set-ups (cf. e.g. [40,43]) for the same reason that
we used the 24 h access ‘closed economy’ design.

After this point was reached, we removed the enrichments, placed the food in
this cage and reduced the weight on the trapdoor to the penultimate weight pushed
for enrichments. We then increased the weight daily and recorded the number of
visits to the food cage each day until the mice did not enter the food cage for 24 h.
The aim of this final phase was to use food as a benchmark resource (e.g. [7]), to
estimate the maximum weight each mouse was able to push. Controlling for this
should ideally help reduce variation in the maximum price for enrichments that
merely reflected individual differences in physical strength. The difference in meth-
ods between the enrichment and food phases of the task was to use time more
efficiently, and to keep within UK Home Office Guidelines on food restriction for
mice [17].

2.4. Opportunistic data collection from ‘semi-retired’ senescent subjects

Following the end of the experiment, the mice (less seven individuals that had
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of (a) the extinction apparatus, and (b) the con-
sumer demand apparatus used to assess motivation for enrichments and food.
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Fig. 3. Stereotypic behaviour (% observations) at each time point in ENR-reared

.5. Statistical analyses

Analyses were primarily run using General Linear Models (GLMs) in Minitab
14.11). Rearing environment was our main independent variable of interest. Other
locking factors were sex and litter (and their interactions), with litter being nested

n rearing environment, and set as a random effect. To test our hypotheses about
he causes for rearing environment effects, the following continuous variables were
lso investigated as predictors of stereotypic behaviour: corticosterone:creatinine,
aximum weight pushed for enrichments (controlling for maximum weight pushed

or food), and trials to extinction (controlling for trials to acquisition). Note that
here we had measures both before and after transfer to STA conditions (stereo-

ypic behaviour and corticosterone:creatinine), the absolute increases in one were
egressed against the absolute increases in the other, controlling for baseline levels
since baseline levels determine the maximum absolute change possible). We also
nalysed such data using repeated measures GLMs, with mouse identity (identified
s a random factor) in the model, as well as the time of sampling.

Further GLMs were run to investigate whether our indices of frustration pre-
icted perseveration under test, where perseveration was a dependent variable. In
ddition, to investigate whether relationships between perseveration and stereo-
ypic behaviour would be clearer if frustration was statistically partialled out, we
dded each of our measures of frustration as a covariate to models investigat-
ng whether perseveration predicts stereotypic behaviour. Likewise, to investigate

hether relationships between frustration and stereotypic behaviour would be
learer if perseveration was statistically partialled out, we added our measure of
erseveration as a covariate to models investigating whether frustration predicts
tereotypic behaviour. Such tests would reveal whether frustration and persevera-
ion combine to determine overall levels of stereotypic behaviour. Finally, to assess
hether motivation and perseveration summate to determine overall levels of

tereotypic behaviour, for each sex × rearing environment group, we ran multiple
egressions in which stereotypic behaviour was the dependent variable and our
easures of perseveration and frustration, the dependent variables.

In all cases, we confirmed the assumptions of parametric statistics for each anal-
sis, transforming data where necessary. In all models with continuous predictor
ariables we checked for non-orthogonality, and, where necessary, repeated analy-
es with sequential instead of adjusted sums of squares, rotating the order of main
erms in the model to ensure the consistency of any significant effects were sta-
le (see [13]). To display the results of such GLMs we present the least significant
-ratios and p-values.

In all bar chart figures, error bars are the SE mean, and significant differences
re marked as: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. In all figures displaying effects of continuous
ndependent variables, to display the results of such GLMs graphically, we followed
he method of Garner (1999) (derived from [13]) for calculating the adjusted val-
es for the covariate term (i.e. adjusted x-values), which control for the effects
f all other independent variables in the model. This yields a true representation
f significant co-variance relationship in models with multiple independent vari-
bles. To do this, first, a GLM analysis was performed for the significant main
erms or for each of the groups identified by the interaction term: thus, for a
ignificant rearing environment × covariate interaction, a separate GLM would be

erformed for the ENR-reared mice and the STA-reared mice. The constant coef-
cient was noted as was the coefficient for the covariate term and the Fits were
tored. The Fits are the predicted x-values which Minitab calculates from the
djusted x-values using the standard equation for a slope: y = m × x + c. Since the
initab regression output provides us with three of these values (‘y’ = the Fits;

m’ = the covariate coefficient, and ‘c’ = the constant coefficient) we can calculate the
white columns) and STA-reared mice (grey columns). Error bars show SE mean.

adjusted x-values (hereafter termed partialled x-values) using the equation: ‘par-
tialled x-values = (Fits/covariate coefficient) − constant coefficient’. The data points on
the graph were then created by plotting the (non-partialled) dependent variable
values against the partialled x-values. The line of best fit was created by plotting
the partialled y-values (calculated with the equation: ‘partialled y-values = covariate
coefficient × adjusted x-values + constant coefficient’ against the partialled x-values
(the data points themselves were removed from the graph). Graphs drawn using
this method do illustrate appropriately how our independent variables predict the
dependent variable, once corrected for the effects of blocking factors (unlike plotting
simple regressions, which would not correctly represent the models run). However,
note that the resulting x-axis values are unit-free, not the actual (or transformed)
values of the raw data, and nor they comparable between graphs.

3. Results

While still housed in their differential rearing conditions, sig-
nificantly fewer animals performed stereotypic behaviour in the
enriched (ENR) cages (17 of 24 in ENR cages vs. 24 of 24 in
standard ‘STA’ cages (Fisher’s Exact, p < 0.01). The proportion of
observations ENR mice spent in stereotypic behaviour was also
lower (F1,10 = 24.05, p = 0.001)—see Fig. 3), a difference persisting
even when non-stereotypic animals were excluded (F1,10 = 16.64,
p = 0.001). However, there were no corresponding environment
effects on corticosterone output (F1,10 = 0.00, p = 0.991); nor did
absolute corticosterone levels correlate with stereotypic behaviour
(F1,27 < 0.17, p > 0.684); group means for corticosterone:creatinine
ratios are shown in Table 1. There was a significant sex difference
in urinary corticosterone:creatinine (F1,31 = 234.62, p < 0.001).

Following re-caging and the removal of enrichments from
ENR mice, all previously-enriched-housed mice (now termed
ENR → STA) now came to perform stereotypic behaviour, and they
also showed a significant increase in the proportion of observa-
tions spent in this behaviour (repeated measures GLM: F2,44 = 5.86,
p = 0.004). Indeed ENR → STA mice now spent more time perform-
ing stereotypic behaviour than did mice housed from birth in STA
cages (now termed STA → STA): F1,10 = 15.02, p = 0.001); see Fig. 3.
Thus in this experiment, ENR-rearing was a risk factor for stereo-
typic behaviour in STA conditions, rather than protective.

Our predictions for this type of scenario were that frustra-
tion post-transfer should predict the performance of stereotypic
behaviour in ENR → STA mice, while perseveration should be

no more normal in ENR-reared mice than STA-raised mice.
Unexpectedly, ENR → STA mice did not have higher absolute
corticosterone levels immediately following enrichment-loss, com-
pared to re-caged STA → STA mice (F1,10 = 0.05, p = 0.821); repeated
measures analyses also revealed no significant increase in cor-
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Table 1
Mean corticosterone:creatinine ratios at 89 and 91 days.

Corticosterone:creatinine ratio (nmol/mmol)—89 days Corticosterone:creatinine ratio (nmol/mmol)—91 days

Mean St. dev. Mean St. dev.

ENR → STA females 1020.1 646.2
STA → STA females 924.8 629.1
ENR → STA males 52.4 22.5
STA → STA males 52.9 20.5
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The only group difference observed was that ENR → STA mice per-
ig. 4. Correlation between change in corticosterone and change in stereotypic
ehaviour in ENR → STA males following the removal of enrichments (controlling
or sex, corticosterone levels at 89 days and stereotypic behaviour at 88 days).

icosterone levels between Days 89 and 91, even in ENR → STA
ice. Furthermore, nor did absolute corticosterone levels fol-

owing re-caging predict the stereotypic behaviour displayed in
heir new conditions (F1,23 < 1.60, p > 0.219). However, consis-
ent with our predictions, corticosterone increases in ENR → STA

ales (although not females) did positively predict these animals’
ncrease in stereotypic behaviour following enrichment-removal
sex × rearing environment × change in corticosterone interaction:
1,11 = 6.98, p = 0.025)—see Fig. 4, and furthermore, no such pattern
ccurred in the STA → STA animals.

As also predicted by the Frustration Hypothesis, in the moti-
ation task ENR → STA mice pushed greater maximum weights

o reach the enriched cage than STA → STA mice (F1,10 = 28.26,
< 0.01), the break-points of ENR → STA mice for enrichment being
bout 33% higher than those of STA → STA mice (see Fig. 5a). How-
ver, unexpectedly, they also pushed greater maximum weights

Fig. 5. Maximum weight pushed in the motivation task for enrichments, food, and e
1336.4 1726.7
1831.3 1570.9

83.7 28.7
107.8 151.6

when the resource cage contained just food (F1,10 = 18.06, p = 0.001),
the break-points of ENR → STA for food being about 25% higher than
those of STA → STA mice (see Fig. 5b). Therefore, when we anal-
ysed the maximum weight pushed for enrichments controlling for
the maximum weight pushed for food (see Section 2), the origi-
nally significant difference between the ENR → STA and STA → STA
animals disappeared (F1,10 < 0.07, p > 0.792)—see Fig. 5c. The group
difference in break-point for food was not, however, explained
by factors indicating group differences in strength, such as body
weight (F1,28 < 1.11, p > 0.300) or overall activity levels (F1,28 < 0.78,
p > 0.383), nor by group differences in perseveration (see below),
suggesting that it did indeed reflect genuine motivational differ-
ences. In addition, motivation for enrichments was predicted by
absolute corticosterone levels following transfer to STA cages in
the ENR → STA animals (F1,19 > 9.62, p < 0.006) – see Fig. 6f – fur-
ther suggesting that our measures of frustration reflected the same
underlying variable, in mice undergoing a downshift. This result
also held when motivation for enrichments was not corrected by
motivation to access food (F1,31 > 4.15, p < 0.05). Motivation for the
enriched cage did not correlate with levels of stereotypic behaviour
in the ENR → STA animals following the removal of enrichments
(F1,25 < 1.23, p > 0.280)—but see below for effects that emerged
when perseveration was statistically controlled for.

Data from the extinction task tested the underlying role of per-
severation in our subjects’ stereotypic behaviour. ENR → STA and
STA → STA animals did not differ in the number of trials taken to
acquire the discrimination (F1,34 = 0.5, p = 0.497), and, as expected
given that early enrichment did not protect mice against stereo-
typic behaviour, nor did they differ in the number of trials taken to
return to choosing at random in extinction (F1,33 = 0.07, p = 0.792).
formed trials significantly more quickly at the start of the learning
phase (F1,33 > 7.14, p = 0.023). There was also no overall significant
correlation between stereotypic behaviour and trials to extinction
in our animals (F1,29 = 0.24, p = 0.631).

nrichments controlling for weight pushed for food. Error bars show SE mean.
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Fig. 6. Relationship between corticosterone levels at 91 days and weight pushed for enrichments (controlling for sex, corticosterone at 89 days and weight pushed for food).
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months) revealed that the change in corticosterone levels between
89 and 91 days positively predicted stereotypic behaviour in all
elderly mice, but only if perseveration was statistically controlled
for (F1,11 > 4.97, p < 0.05)—see Fig. 8.
ig. 7. Correlation between stereotypic behaviour at 120 days and motivation for an
nd trials to extinction).

Note that frustration and perseveration did not seem related:
erseveration (trials to extinction controlling for trials to acquisi-
ion) was unrelated to absolute or changes in corticosterone output
ost-re-caging (F1,25 < 0.33, p > 0.568 and F1,24 < 0.58, p = 0.456,
espectively), and to the maximum weight pushed for enrich-
ents (either blocking for food or not: F1,22 < 0.04, p > 0.846 and

1,24 < 0.47, p > 0.502, respectively).
Several analyses investigated whether perseveration and frus-

ration acted in concert to influence stereotypic behaviour (see
statistical methods’). Multiple regressions showed that no combi-
ation of frustration measure and motivation measure increased
he R2 value of models predicting stereotypic behaviour: thus
rustration and perseveration did not summate to together better
xplain overall levels of stereotypic behaviour. GLMs, in which both
rustration and perseveration indices were independent variables,
o see if one type of measure had clearer effects on stereo-
ypic behaviour when the other type of measure was statistically
ontrolled for, showed that even when frustration effects were
artialled out, individual differences in perseveration did not pre-
ict individual differences in stereotypic behaviour. However, in
ontrast statistically controlling for perseveration did reveal addi-
ional and interesting correlates of frustration. Thus adding trials to

xtinction (controlling for trials to acquisition) to a GLM analysing
he relationship between stereotypic behaviour and motivation
or an enriched cage, revealed a significant rearing environment
nteraction (F1,29 > 4.24, p < 0.049), due to a significant positive cor-
elation in the ENR → STA mice between the abnormal behaviour
hed cage (controlling for sex, motivation for food, stereotypic behaviour at 88 days

and break-point for enrichment, but a very unexpected significant
negative correlation in the STA → STA animals (see Fig. 7). Finally,
our opportunistic testing of the semi-retired animals (aged 19
Fig. 8. Correlation between stereotypic behaviour in semi-retired animals and
change in corticosterone following re-caging at 3 months (controlling for sex, stereo-
typic behaviour at 88 days, corticosterone at Day 89 and trials to extinction).
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Table 2
Comparison of results that are consistent/not consistent with the predictions of the
Frustration Hypothesis.

Results consistent with the Frustration
Hypothesis

Results not consistent with the
Frustration Hypothesis

The corticosterone increase in
ENR → STA males following
enrichment-removal predicted these
animals’ increase in stereotypic
behaviour over the following month

The change in corticosterone
between 89 and 91 days (when
ENR → STA mice experienced
re-caging and
enrichment-removal;
STA → STA mice, just re-caging)
predicted stereotypic
behaviour in all semi-retired
animals (if perseverative
tendencies were controlled for)
Enrichment-removal did not
produce a significant
corticosterone increase in
ENR → STA animals

ENR → STA mice pushed a higher
maximum door-weight than STA
→ STA mice to access an enriched
cage

ENR → STA animals did not
push significantly more weight
to access enrichments, if data
were controlled for weight
pushed for food (because
ENR → STA mice unexpectedly
had a higher break-point for
food)

Corticosterone levels following
enrichment-removal predicted
subsequent motivation for
enrichments in ENR → STA mice
(regardless of whether data
corrected for break-point for food)

ENR → STA animals ran more
quickly for sucrose-rich
rewards during the training
trials of the instrumental task

Stereotypic behaviour following
enrichment-removal correlated with
break-point for enrichment in
ENR → STA animals (if perseveration
was controlled for); in males, this was
regardless of whether data corrected
for break-point for food

Stereotypic behaviour in
STA-STA animals negatively
correlated with motivation for
enrichments (if perseveration
was controlled for)
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Perseveration did not account for the
treatment effect on stereotypic
behaviour

Table 2 summarises how our results were consistent (or other-
ise) with the predictions of the Frustration Hypothesis.

. Discussion

We hypothesised that when early enrichment protects against
tereotypic behaviour in animals transferred to non-enriched con-
itions, as often documented (see Section 1), it does so by producing
ore normally-functioning individuals (Protection Hypothesis);

ut when it increases later risks of stereotypic behaviour in such
nimals, as reported in other cases, it does so via abnormally
rolonging the activating effects of frustrative non-reward (Frus-
ration Hypothesis). Our enrichments reduced (although they did
ot prevent) stereotypic behaviour while mice were in these rear-

ng environments, and they also proved reinforcing: thus they
ere quite successful. After enrichment-removal, enriched-reared

ubjects then became dramatically more stereotypic, displaying
ar more stereotypic behaviour than conspecifics raised with no
nrichment: the scenario in which we expected frustration to play
major role. The Frustration Hypothesis predicted that in the

NR → STA group, high frustration would predict great increases
n stereotypic. We inferred frustration from elevated corticos-
erone output and stronger motivations to access environmental

nrichments, respectively assessed via the non-invasive collection
f excreted steroids in single micturations, and the ‘break-point’
eached by mice performing an increasingly demanding appetitive
ask. In ENR → STA mice, urinary corticosterone:creatinine fol-
owing enrichment-removal did correlate with maximum weights
in Research 211 (2010) 96–104

pushed for enrichment, suggesting that in the group experiencing
the downshift in environmental conditions, these endocrine and
behavioural indices were indeed related.

Several predictions of the Frustration Hypothesis were met,
although our treatment groups did not quite differ as expected.
Increases in corticosterone in ENR → STA males (though not
females) following enrichment-removal predicted increases in
stereotypic behaviour over the following month. These results
are consistent with previous studies showing that corticosterone
responses after weaning predict later stereotypic behaviour [66].
Furthermore, in ENR → STA animals only, stereotypic behaviour
following enrichment-removal correlated with motivations for
enrichments—provided that perseverative influences on stereo-
typic behaviour were statistically controlled for. It is unlikely that
these results simply reflected increases in, respectively, activity or
the capacity to work harder, because corticosterone levels did not
correlate with either stereotypic behaviour or overall activity, and
nor did the STA → STA group show a corresponding positive cor-
relation between corticosterone and motivation for enrichments.
Finally, ENR → STA animals as a group pushed higher maximum
weights than STA → STA mice to gain access to an enriched cage—a
lasting effect still evident 10 months after differential rearing. This
index became non-significant when we controlled for break-points
displayed to reach a cage containing food, because of the ENR → STA
group’s unexpectedly elevated maximum weights pushed for food.
This statistical correction was aimed at controlling for individual
differences in physical strength which might have added non-
systematic error. However, because there were no a priori reasons
to think ENR → STA mice should systematically be stronger, and
nor in practice were they heavier, our suspicion is that this cor-
rection was actually inappropriate, and that our findings instead
reflect some surprising, generalized motivational differences. This
idea, and how it might be tested, is discussed in more detail below.
A further puzzle was that ENR → STA mice did not show greater cor-
ticosterone increases at enrichment-removal than STA → STA mice
did at re-caging. Again, what might have caused this is discussed
below.

Thus in summary, within ENR → STA mice, corticosterone and
motivational indices were thus coupled in the way we predicted,
and in a manner not seen within STA → STA mice; these indices
also predicted stereotypic behaviour in these animals. Whether
ENR → STA mice were more frustrated than STA → STA mice by
unenriched cages was rather less evident. We suspect, however,
that this reflects problems with the data as collected. With respect
to our endocrine index, urine samples were only taken once, 24 h
after re-caging, which perhaps did not allow enough time for the
downshift to induce frustration in ENR → STA mice, or for this to
be manifest as excreted corticosterone in urine—see, for exam-
ple, a study by Kawasaki and Iwasaki [18] for a case of surprising
non-reward not elevating corticosterone until the third day of
extinction. Turning to our measure of motivation for enrichment,
here the puzzle was not a lack of treatment effect but rather
the surprising group difference in maximum weight pushed for
food. The possibility that enriched-reared mice are simply phys-
ically stronger cannot completely be ruled out, and further work
should investigate this. However, there are two alternative moti-
vational explanations for this finding, one of which concords with
our assumption that working for enrichment reflects frustration in
non-enriched cages. The first is that reduced motivations for both
enrichment and food in the STA → STA animals reflected aboulia,
a common symptom in neurodegenerative and neuropsychiatric

disorders [1]. This could explain why these animals also ran more
slowly for sucrose-rich treats during the initial trials of the instru-
mental task (see Section 3). The second possibility is that the mice
working hardest for the resource cage, regardless of its contents,
were simply those most motivated to escape from the standard
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on-enriched cage—see Nevison et al. [31] for links between escape
otivations and stereotypic behaviour in mice, and Nicol and
uilford [32] for enhanced extra-cage exploration induced by frus-

ration. We suspect that the latter is correct, but both ideas now
eed direct test.

Additional interesting findings were as follows. First, having a
arge immediate corticosterone reaction to the type of environ-

ental change experienced here predicted the development of
tereotypic behaviour but only in some circumstances. One exam-
le was that corticosterone reactions to environmental change
redicted stereotypic behaviour only in ENR → STA mice. One
ossibility, as discussed above, is that our sampling failed to
etect group differences in corticosteroid output that emerged
fter 24 h, with such increases being the true predictors of stereo-
ypic behaviour. However, it is equally possible that our data
nstead reveal individual risk factors, or ‘endophenotypes’ (cf. [12])
hat only predict clinically-relevant outcomes, here stereotypic
ehaviour, in particular contexts, here downshifts in environmen-
al quality. Consistent with this, all mice with large corticosterone
eactions to environmental change, regardless of rearing condition,
isplayed higher levels of stereotypic behaviour once senescent: an
ffect evident an impressive 16 months after endocrine sampling. A
urther result of interest was that impaired behavioural inhibition
as would induce perseveration) was statistically independent of
he frustration-related measures. In addition, in contrast with other
tudies that have found a relationship between stereotypic and per-
everative behaviour [11,61] it had no main effects on stereotypic
ehaviour, nor did it increase the variance explained in the multiple
egression models. However, it usefully partitioned out variance in
ome GLM models, suggesting that it was playing some minor and
ubtle role in the aetiology of stereotypic behaviour. Any replica-
ions of this study should investigate these effects further, and also
ssess perseveration while subjects are still differentially housed,
s well as sooner after transfer to standard conditions.

The dramatic increases in stereotypic behaviour induced by
nrichment-removal in this experiment contrast strongly with
he long-term protection sometimes reported in other studies
see Section 1). Further work is necessary to identify exactly
hy early enrichment sometimes confers long-term protection

gainst stereotypic behaviour. Although the results of this par-
icular experiment did not allow this to be investigated, they do
uggest a hypothesis for future test. Our enrichments were some-
hat successful, but they did not prevent stereotypic behaviour

rom emerging (initially 17 of the 24 ENR-housed animals per-
ormed it, even prior to transfer to STA cages) and nor did they

ake mice less perseverative under test. We therefore suspect
hat whether naturalistic complex rearing environments enhance
tereotypic behaviour after a frustrating downshift in conditions, as
een here, or instead protect against it as recorded in wild-caught
nimals, depends on how efficacious that previous environment
as at ensuring normal forebrain development.

. In conclusion

Our data confirm that enriched-reared animals are sometimes
redisposed to develop more severe, time-consuming stereotypic
ehaviour in non-enriched conditions than animals raised from
irth in such environments. Other changes in these downshifted
nimals were greater motivations to access enrichments (along
ith unexpectedly enhanced motivations to access an empty cage
ontaining food), evident even 10 months after differential rear-
ng; a coupling of corticosterone responsiveness and motivation
or enrichments, and close links between these indices and the
evelopment of stereotypic behaviour. All these effects now require
eplication and further study, in particular using the more thor-
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[
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ough sampling of HPA responses after the downshift, and also more
typically socially-housed animals. However, these findings do sug-
gest, for the first time, that individual predispositions relating to
stress responsiveness predict the enhanced performance of stereo-
typic behaviour induced by enrichment-removal (as well as the
enhanced performance of stereotypic behaviour in senescence). In
practical and welfare terms, although enrichment is an important
method of refining housing and improving rodent welfare [35], we
also recommend that early enrichment should be used with cau-
tion if lifelong enrichment cannot be guaranteed: we particularly
advise that early enrichment of the type used here should not be
given to pre- and peri-weaning mice if they are likely to experience
downshifts in environmental conditions later in life.
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